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This article or section needs to be cleaned up. This article provides information to members about effective ways to train attack, force and the Constitution through melee combat. It contains some general training tips and suggestions for suitable monsters to kill for a wide range of levels. In this article, monsters are sorted according to skill level rather than the recommended general combat level. This article
suggests that players are trained to attack, force and constitution more or less equally. If not, check out the clean melee guide. Content show General Training Notes Use the best equipment you have and a weapon that has the monster style you are fighting weak. (For example, moss giants are weak to cut attacks, so it's a good idea to attack them with weapons such as an abyssal whip or a dragon 2h
sword rather than a weapon using a crush or a punch). Perform Slayer tasks whenever possible to train Slayer while learning other combat skills. (12.5% att/str bonus while wearing a black mask or at the helm of the killer when completing the job). However, remember that Slayer's tasks can give you monsters with weaknesses in range or magic rather than melee. Wear a ring of wealth, or better when
fighting a monster that drops items on a rare drop table if you're interested in valuable drops, rather than a slightly faster experience of betting out rings with combat statistics. An emergency teleport, which can be activated with a single click, can be useful to avoid death. Simple house teleport pills are cheap and can end up as a lifesaver. The use of potions to improve skills is essential to maximizing the
pace of experience. A super set (consisting of super attack, super strength, and super defense potions) is recommended. For those who have completed the End of the Plague and discovered the recipe, a super melee potion will be preferable to a super set. However, they can be bought and used without the quest requirement from the Grand Exchange. Completing some of the simplest quests such as
Fight Arena, Holy Grail, Waterfall quest, Scorpion Catcher, and Tree Gnome Village gives an effective combat experience if done on a low combat level. Healing ability abilities should have to extend the duration of the training trip. Resonant ability is a basic level of defense ability that causes the next blow to heal rather than hurt you. Rejuvenation is the ultimate defense ability that restores 40% of your life
points in a matter of seconds. Regenerate is the basic ability of the Constitution, which uses all the adrenaline you have left to regain your health if you are not in combat. Although resonant and rejuvenated abilities require that the shield be equipped, you only need to equip the shield as long as it takes to activate the ability if you prefer to double wield or use two hands Another great healing ability is the
blessing of Guthix, which will heal you 8% of your maximum life points every two seconds, up to ten seconds. This ability should only be used when In direct battle with the monster, the triggered butterfly can be attacked and killed, ending the effect prematurely. Consider using threshold abilities instead of end abilities; the damage done by the thresholds is lower, but they use less adrenaline, that is, more
than you can use in a row. Tell your plank of action before you go into battle, making sure that all the abilities you want to use are out there, and that all the abilities are the ones you can use with the weapons you have. Remember that you can set up multiple bars at once, and there is no penalty for changing which one you use. Common equipment, accessories and installation weapons you can choose
what specific skills earned XP will go into through the combat tab settings in the Power menu (F4 to open). To learn hand-to-hand combat, you can choose between attack, defense and force (XP automatically go to the Constitution). Create the weaknesses of the monster and use them. Using a crush weapon against a monster weak crush gives a much better chance of getting hit against this monster, and
significantly higher hits. Avoid monsters that have a weakness for range attacks, as they will have very high protection for melee attacks. Always use the best level of weapons you can own and afford. The best weapon provides a higher damage power and a higher chance of getting hit. The Abyssic Whip is a popular weapon for combat training because of its fast attack speed and low cost. It can be
upgraded to an abyssal vine whip (level 75 weapons), however it requires a level of 80 Slayer. The nondegradable handwritten equivalent for the abyssal grape whip is an extended excalibur. The next best weapons above whip vines /excalibur are chaotic (level 80) and Drygore weapons (level 90). However, chaotic and dry weapons are deteriorating with use and will incur maintenance costs. Armor for
extended combat training, consider wearing high defense and rescue armor points (such as burrow armor). This allows you to conduct long-term training in one sitting. However, the best choice for training would be to use offensive armor (such as Bandos armor), as this will allow you to increase your damage output and kill at a faster pace. Barrows armor is a cheaper alternative to Bandos armor and can
be used with appropriate weapons for powerful set effects. The trade-off, however, is that it deteriorates with use, which means that it will incur maintenance costs. In addition, The Void Knight melee armor (from pest control mini-games) has a set effect of increasing your attack and strength bonuses, but due to the fact that low defensive stats. It's a viable way to train in close combat quickly because of the
increased damage, you are ready to use additional food or, if any, Soul Split. Sacred clay equipment, a reward from the Theft of Creation, gives a certain amount of bonus experience that is rewarded when players train. This allows players to wear any armor while still getting a bonus experience. However, you can usually earn more experience from killing monsters than time needed to get some of the
sacred clay equipment. Therefore, most players prefer to use their Stealing Creation on skills that cost money to train rather than a fight that is usually profitable. Armor types: Accessories and other equipment having a good setup in general includes the use of the best accessories too, such as capes, rings and amulets. These elements are usually best used: Healing Generally speaking, most of the time
you won't need food if you use healing abilities such as rejuvenate, the ultimate ability that restores 40% of your health (but requires a shield, and can only be used once every 300 seconds, due to a recent upgrade), regenerate that can be used outside combat for the remaining conversion of adrenaline to health, and resonance, which makes the next attack. Other treatments include: Using Guthan food
infested equipment has excellent defense bonuses, a possible weapon with two hands, and a set effect that players can use to heal themselves. However, the use of Guthan has several drawbacks. The use of the Gutan booster prevents the use of other items such as a head helmet or face mask. In addition, although Guthan's spear is a good training weapon, it pales in comparison to stronger weapons
such as Godswords and chaotic/dry weapons. The peach bones spell is unlocked at the Mag Training Arena, which allows players to convert bones and large bones into peaches, each of which heals 500 points of life. Players who have not unlocked this spell can instead buy and use bone peach tablets. Separation of the soul requires 92 Prayers and access to the Ancient Curses. It heals its user 10% of
the damage done if it is activated during a successful hit on the monster. Because of its fast runoff rate, many players use prayer-blinking technique to drastically reduce, or directly nullify, prayer runoff points. The passive effect of the god Saradomin, The Healing Blade, has a 25% chance of healing the player with 3% points of life and 3% of the prayer points each kick. Auras such as vampirism help by
healing the player by 5% of the damage done with each blow. Healing acquaintances such as Bunip and the unicorn stallion. Potions Equipment Image Monster Name Living Point Experience Drops Goblins 2 100 25 (and 8.2 Experience) 4s and Grape Benefits Disadvantages gives a good XP compared to the difficulty of killing them. Decent drops for this level, such as grapes. The lower tier often falls.
Very boring and can sometimes be crowded. Image caption The Monster Named Living Point Experience Drops Cockroach Drone 4 150 25.5 (and 8.4 Experience) Benefits Of Disadvantages Are Really Good Drops for this level. Image copyright Monster Image caption The Experience drops a mountain troll changing up Combat Level 470, 580, 660, 780 Benefits Disadvantages gives great XP, very easy to
kill. Compared to other creatures it's a little more out of the way. Image copyright Lifestyle Point Image caption Troll troll 1 50 30 (and 10 Experience) Benefits of Good XP Are Extremely Easy to Kill. Extremely boring. Image monster name Living Point Experience drops Gnome Troops 44 1600 72.6 (and 23.9 experience) Benefits Of Disadvantages Low Point Life, which makes for quick kills. You can one hit
these by leveling fast. No drops since then on the battlefield. Image caption The Monster Named Living Point Experience drops Hill Giant 44,3200 108 (and 35.6 experience) Giant Champion's Scroll Benefits Disadvantages They are weak to cut. Low points of life, which makes for quick kills. Poor drops in general. The location of the Edgeville dungeon requires a brass key for quick access. Image caption
The Monster Named Living Point Experience drops Moss Giant 51,3700 136.5 (and 45 experience) Benefits Of Disadvantages They are weak to cut. Low points of life, which makes for quick kills. Image image Monster Lifestyle Point Experience Drops Ogre 67 4800 227.7 (and 75.1 Experience) Benefits Of Disadvantages They Can Be Safespotted when Using Halberd, Denying the Need for Food. They
have a pretty better percentage of dropping golden charms than Rock Crabs Mediocre drops a fairly high defense on 50 attack and defense, recommend going to jungle spiders. (More experience and good drops) Image of Monster Named Standard of Living Point Experience Drops Jungle Spider (Green) 86 3100 298 (and 98.3 Experience) Spider Carcass Benefits Disadvantages Since they are weak to
crush weapons, use Tzhaar-ket-om and optimal 2-handed action bar preset. You can use Overpower to instantly kill every 10th spider (when your adrenaline is 100%) Fairy ring cls very close to easy access Drop Spider carcass that sells for a good amount at GE, making it a good place to make money, and training can easily kill and collect spider carcasses east of Yanille and use the bank in Yanille to
store them. Not an aggressive, and left-click option to walk around here, being an inconvenience (although this can be changed in settings to facilitate an attack). Image caption The Monster Named Living Point Experience Drops Deadly Red Spiders 95 3400 399 (and 131.6 Experience) No Benefits Disadvantages Since they are weak to crush weapons, use Tzhaar-ket-om and optimal 2-handed action bar
preset. You can use Overpower to instantly kill every 10th spider (when your adrenaline is 100%) Killing deadly red spiders can be a good source of charm. Usually red spider eggs spawn near red spiders and it's good money making them no drops other than delights and stuffed. Their range of attacks can hit quite hard even against melee armor. At lower levels, using nothing but crush attacks can interfere
with the betting experience. Image monster named Standard of Life Point Experience Drops TzHaar Fighting Cave Changes depending on the creature. Changes. Changes. Benefits of Disadvantages Being a Safe Mini-Game, Dying Is No Excuse Concern. Tokkul can earn from playing this, and can be spent on valuable rewards from TzHaar stores. Creatures don't anything, you can get tokkul drops from
creatures outside the fighting cave like a drop, but don't fight them at this level. From TzHaar shops you can get to Cape Obsidian and Onix with toccle. Image caption The Standard of Living points Experience drops of pest control varies depending on the creature. Changes. Changes. The benefits of Disadvantages Rewards points derived from this game can be spent on additional exp. If you die during the
game, you will safely meow with all your items. This mini-game can become somewhat repetitive over time. There is almost no direct monetary gain from this method. All combat experience gained from this mini-game has been halved. Image monster name Living Point Experience Drops Hellhounds 92 3300 361 (and 120 Experience) Benefits Of Disadvantages They are weak to cut. Killing hellish
greyhounds can be a good source of charm and solid evidence. This method is both fast and requires little attention. Can be safely spotted with halberd. Image monster name Living Point Experience Drops abyssal leeches 72 2600 183 (and 60.3 experience) Benefits Of Disadvantages Multiple Enemies can cause a lot of harm to lower-level players. Running through Wilderness can be a risky image of the
Monster name Living Point Experience Drops Fire Giants 85 6700 425 (and 140 experience) - Unusual: Run Arrows Image Monster Name Living Point Experience Drops TzHaar Creatures 86 Varies depending on the creature. Changes. Toccule Onyx Tips The Benefits of Flawed Drops from These Creatures are somewhat valuable, such as Tokkul for the valuable onyx. There's a bank nearby. Monsters
can strike quite high on lower aligned players. Image of the Monster named Standard of Living Point Experience drops Dagannoth 77; 78 2,750; 2800 211.5 (and 69.7 experiences); 221.7 (and 73.1 experience) Benefits Disadvantages Because of the large number of them, the player can be easily piled up and killed. The return of money from these monsters is not so great. The update reduced the range of
aggression from them in Waterbirth, discouraging XP betting. The gun can be used to get around this, but using a cannonball can be very costly. Image monster name Level of Life Point Experience drops live rock creatures varies depending on the creature. Changes. Changes. The benefits of The Disadvantages of a Drop can be quite lucrative. They're not exceptionally overcrowded. They have a low
level of defense and low points of life. Strikers of living rocks are weak to crush. Creatures can strike very accurately, and food may be needed for lower leveled players. They are quite common throughout the cave. Caviar bets are entirely dependent on the player; if their remains are not extracted, their remains are not extracted, more time is needed. Image copyright Monster Life Point Experience Drops
Frost Dragons 119 8500 1085.4 (and 358.1 Experience) Benefits They require 85 Dungeoneeering for access. Being careless or oblivious can lead to rapid death. Dragons hit high and accurately, so a good method of restoring the points of life is necessary. Super vs. fire potions are also semi-demands, as they will increase kills per hour significantly. Their defense is quite high, and the use of anything but a
knife weapon can interfere with the experience. Image monster named Standard of Life Point Experience Drops Armored zombies 86,6200 445.9 (and 147.1 experience) The benefits of flawed zombies are not hit very high if using higher-end gears, making food optional. Drops can be somewhat valuable. Nearby is a prayer altar for recharging prayer points. They require a partial completion of the Defender
Warrock to fight. Weak to magic, strong against melee. Image caption The Monster Name Living Point Experience drops Mighty Banshee 91 3250 344.4 (and 113.6 Experience) Benefits Of Disadvantages Usually Falls Swordfish. A good source of charms. Low health allows you to kill a large amount in a small amount of time. Banshee has low protection in close combat. Drops can be somewhat valuable. It
takes 15 Slayer to kill, and headphones (or better), which eliminates the possible use of a full set of bonuses Image Monster name Living Point Experience Drops Mutated Jadinkos Baby:93; Security:96; Men:100 3350; 6,000; 6000 379.8 (and 125.3 experiences); 569.9 (and 188 experience); 646.3 (and 213.2 experience) The benefits of downside drops are somewhat beneficial and they throw food
normally. Very easy to kill, allowing for a very quick betting experience. Untraded drops can be used for training at Habitat Herblora. They are weak to strike. They require Slayer level 80, 86 and 91 to kill respectively. Their melee attacks are very accurate and can cause consistent damage. They will use neo-fresh magic attacks if you try to escape. Image Monster Name Living Point Experience Drops
Spiritual Rangers 98 7000 661 (and 218.1 Experience) Benefits Disadvantages They are weak in melee, making kills quickly. They require a Slayer level of 63 to kill. Living in the Dungeon of the Wars of God, an overgrown object, such as a full Torva steering wheel or a shard of zaros, is recommended to make monsters non-aggressive, and they lack lucrative drops. Armadilin Rangers cannot be fought in
a melee. Image caption The Monster name Of the Standard of Living point Experience Drops Fighting cauldron varies depending on the substance of The Changing Benefits of a Safe Mini-Game, death should be little concern. Considered the best exp in the game, this mini-game allows for very fast alignment. Obsidian fragments can be obtained, which with suitable levels of Smithing can be made into
obsidian armor. The Extinction Edge needs to be completed for access. Some monsters are not weak in melee, preventing exp/hour. The monsters who are weak in melee are weak to crush, and with Stabbing or cutting weapons can discourage betting further at lower levels. Dying will be In half obsidian shards earned during the mini-game is lost. Heated tiles can force you out of close range. Image
monster name Living Point Experience Drops Nechryael 96 8000 628.6 (and 207.4 Experience) Benefits Of Failing Killing Them in Slayer Tower with a contract can give good experience and money. They're weak to crush. Food may be required. They require a Slayer 80 level to kill. Death ins produces what they cause can be annoying if the player decides to kill them. Image monster name Living Point
Experience Drops banished kalphite guardians 98 7000 661 (and 218.1 experience) Benefits Of Very Good Drops of Charm can be obtained. The money raised from killing these is pretty good. The area to kill them can be dangerous, especially if piled up by several creatures. They can cause poison, although it is mild and generally ignored. Image monster name Living Point Experience Drops Abyssal
Demons 98 8500 661 (and 218.1 Experience) Benefits Of Killing Them in Slayer Tower with a contract can give good experience and money. They have good drops. They are weak to cut. Higher statistics will give better indicators of experience. Thus, the melee stats of 85 are semi-demands. They require a Slayer level of 85 to kill. Players will need food, as they can hit hard and very accurately. Some of
the best drops require the player to be on the Slayer mission. At this level, almost any monster you want can be killed, but some of the most preferred ones are listed below. Рекомендуется иметь drygore оружия или выше, чтобы убить этих монстров для оптимальных ставок XP, без сухого оружия может быть целесообразно убить уровень 80-90 существ Image Monster имя Уровня жизни
точки Опыт капли Бог войны Подземелье боссов (за исключением Nex/Kree'arra) 210 4 От 0,000 до 60000 3204 ((и 1,057.3 опыт) до 4,796.55 (и 1,582.8 опыт) Преимущества Недостатки Капли могут быть очень ценными. На высоком уровне, боссы полностью soloable. Использование экземпляра может создавать очень быстрые убийства (при условии, что настройка икру находится на
быстром). Риск смерти невероятно высок; это может привести к высоким затратам на выкуп товаров. Убийство препятствует exp получить, так как это требует времени между банковскими поездками. Примечание стороны: Orks в подземелье войн бога к северу от входа около входа Bandos будут завоевать после убивать одно , and it resets after each killing, providing 100% AFK and
an average of about 275,000 melee experiences per hour. Bonecrusher, Split dragontooth or Demon horn necklace, and Soul Split make your travels as long as you like. Image caption The Monster Name Level of Living Point Experience drops Automaton Tracer 115 20,000 1200.1 (and 396 experience) Benefits Of Disadvantages All loot marked, allowing for long trips. They're weak to crush. You can
discard pneumatic gloves, costing 212,184 coins. Easy to access from the sixth-age circuit. May take some time to kill because of their high points of life. Only can be killed all parts of The World Wakes are complete. Shock wave special can easily kill you. Using anything but crushing attacks can interfere with the betting experience. Image Monster Named Living Point Experience Drops Airut 122 16875
2000.7 (and 660.2 Experience) Benefits Disadvantages They have a very dangerous special attack if not paying attention. A dual melee weapon is also required to counter this special attack. Their defense is high and they will increase it further during the battle, resulting in more killing time and reduced levels of experience. They require a slayer level of 92 for damage. The player must be on Slayer's
mission to get razorback gloves as a drop. Image monster name Living Point Experience Drops Crystal Shapeshifter 112 30,000 2,894.4 (and 955.1 Experience) Benefits Of Disadvantages Worthy falls for their level. Most looted is celebrated or can be alchemized. They will change the style of combat depending on the player's fighting style, equipment and prayers, which in turn will change their defensive
values. Can use abilities that can cause a lot of damage, and if their aggression does not switch to Angoff, can easily kill the player if several attack at once. It takes the completion of the Inside Light to gain access. Alternative methods of gaining experience abyssal training melee, magic, and fluctuated skills in the abyss are perhaps the best AFK exp/hour in the entire game. In the southwest and southeast
corners spawn 15 creatures that are aggressive and will attack the player after the respawn. There is a world of jumping safespot in the far southwest corner behind the whisker. Creatures become unabated after 10 minutes. To reset the aggression timer just run away and come back. 596,798.0 XP/h Measurement: Melee halberd (power armor, blood amulet, super melee potion, dragon spear rider
recommended): 596,798.0 exp/hour afk. Use the Revolution with the following bar: Meteor Strike, Berserk, Hurricane, Kwijk, Clive. Blood amulet Fury or Bunyip is enough to heal for a full AFC experience. Bring a charming imp. Make him eat the abyss, gold, green charms for the easy invocation of exp. Monsters drop a ridiculous amount of charms because of the sheer volume of kills per hour. Training
Vyrewatch along with abyssal training, killing Vyrewatch in Darkmeier is another method of preparing AFK. The maximum combat XP/h sits at around 550-600k, but along with that you'll also get 200k Constitution XP, 350-450k Prayer XP (if Morytania Foot 4 is owned and equipped), 200k Firemaking XP and 100-150k Farming XP (if the player has seedicide unlocked). In addition, players can make over
6,000,000 GP per hour if a player robs every 1-2 minutes. Because of these awards and killing Vyrewatch time (semi)afk, this is a popular method of learning. This method of training requires Morytania elite tasks, lots of quests, seeded and high level combat level to do. Shattered Worlds article: Destroyed worlds Worlds 50 , Shattered Worlds can be a very good source of experience. In general, each world
offers a better experience for killing than the one in front of it until the player no longer has enough resources to pursue. In addition to the experience, Shattered Worlds rewards the Shattered Anima player with awards such as Bladed Dive and Killer Masks, which can usually only be obtained from the Treasure Hunter. It is recommended that players train around the world 70-80, bringing their own armor
and weapons, for the fastest pace of experience. Completing quests Visit the links below for a list of quests providing experience in the respective melee skills at the end: Attack Force Defense Constitution
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